
The perfect partner 
for your Oticon 

hearing aids

EduMic

Stay active  
and engaged 



A hearing aid accessory with many 
functions
EduMic helps when you need direct and clear 
sound, by transmitting audio or a speaker’s voice 
into your hearing aids. 

3  Remote microphone – Transmits a speaker’s 
voice directly to your hearing aids

3  Telecoil receiver – Captures audio from public 
hearing loop systems and sends it to your 
hearing aids

3  Media streamer – Sends audio from your 
computer, tablet, TV and more, directly to 
your hearing aids

Did you know? 
Exceptional sound quality 
EduMic gives you the cutting-edge technology 
known from Oticon hearing aids. The combination 
of EduMic and Oticon hearing aids* gives you a 
clear signal with exceptional sound quality.
 
Very easy to use
With just a single push-button, EduMic is simple 
and easy to operate. It only needs to be paired 
with your Oticon hearing aids* once via 
Bluetooth® wireless technology, and there’s no 
bulky receiver to attach to your hearing aids.

EduMic easily clips onto clothing or is worn on a 
lanyard, where it looks sleek and discreet.

The perfect partner 
throughout your day

Directional 
microphone

Single button 
Simply press to 

operate or mute

Micro USB 
Charging port

LED
Status 
indicator

LED
Power 

indicator

*  EduMic is compatible with Oticon 2.4 GHz Bluetooth low energy 
technology hearing aids: Oticon Opn™, Oticon Opn S™, Oticon Xceed, 
Oticon Opn Play™, Oticon Xceed Play, Oticon Ruby, and Oticon Siya.

Rotating clip 
Attaches to 
clothes or lanyard 



Transmit a speaker’s voice directly to 
overcome distance and noise
EduMic gives you an extra ear that’s closer to 
what you want to hear. It is ideal when a person 
is speaking from far away, or if their voice is 
struggling to cut through the noise. EduMic clips 
onto their clothes, to send their voice to your 
hearing aids directly and clearly.

For learning, EduMic helps you when teachers 
are hard to follow from a distance. With one 
press of the button you’ll be hearing their voice 
and focusing on what counts: learning, and 
keeping up with the class.

Hear the person speaking 
with incredible clarity 

For meetings at work and elsewhere, EduMic 
can help in noisy environments, so you can  
participate actively.  

For sports on the playing field or in the gym, 
EduMic lets you hear the trainer, so you can 
focus on what you’re doing.

EduMic can send speech to many Oticon 
hearing aids at once – so your partner, 
friends, or relatives can benefit from 
exceptional sound quality as well.



Access sound from hearing loop systems – 
without a telecoil in your hearing aids
EduMic lets you connect to hearing loop systems 
in public buildings such as theatres, churches, 
museums, lecture halls, or concert venues – 
even if you don’t have telecoil hearing aids.

EduMic has a built-in telecoil, so you can connect 
to hearing loop systems anywhere you see the 
symbol.

Then you can enjoy the beauty of access to 
sound even in noisy public venues.

Direct, wireless 
audio for those  
special moments
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Google LLC.

Stream quality audio directly  
from your devices 
EduMic plugs into devices with a standard 3.5 mm 
audio jack, so you can stream audio from your 
computer, tablet, TV, music player, and more.

Once plugged in, EduMic sends the sound directly 
to your hearing aids.

Control the sound with  
our  mobile app
The Oticon ON App lets you adjust
the sound transmitted from EduMic
to your hearing aids using your
compatible smartphone.

EduMic is also compatible with other 
remote microphone systems via its  
standard Europin interface.



Contact your local hearing care professional:
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Always read the instructions for use.
Follow the instructions for use.
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